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The subject is “Chemical Principles of Engineering,”
not molecular modeling.

z Fits in the historic tradition of Industrial Chemistry courses.
y They disappeared when they turned into flowsheet courses.
y However, their purpose was to connect chemistry to application.

z It is unrealistic to expect Chemistry Departments to teach
chemistry in the way that ChE’s need it.
y They still teach that reaction rate = -dc/dt !
y But after all, we don’t expect Physics to teach Transport, either.

z Our students need biochemical principles as well.
y A key message of the past fifteen years has been that molecular

chemistry is the underpinning of life sciences.

z Molecular modeling is already a powerful aid for teaching
and for engineering use.



Another way to look at it:
What are Chemical Engineering’s core ideas?



What are Chemical Engineering’s core ideas?
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Not just reaction chemistry, but also properties and
behaviors of materials that depend on chemical structure
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Thus, the aim of the course is to teach applicable
chemical principles and how to use them.

z To model and design
processes and products,

z We need properties of
substances

z To solve balances,

z We need properties of
substances …

z and properties have their
origins in electronic and
molecular structures,

z which are the bases for
correlation and prediction.



Properties are often the critical information
needed for process and product design.

z Maybe require accurate, precisely known numbers
y Necessary for accurate design, costing, safety analysis
y Cost and time for calculation may be secondary

z Often, accurate trends and estimates are at least as
valuable
y Can be correlated with data to get high-accuracy predictions
y Can identify relationships between structure and properties
y A quick, sufficiently accurate number or trend may be of

enormous value in early stages of product and process
development, for for operations, or for troubleshooting

z Great data are best; but also theory-based predictions



The course is carried out with parallel lines of
instruction.

z Review nomenclature,
structures, and
stoichiometry.

z Teach about “correlation,”
in this case including
fundamental theory.

z Teach theory behind
predictive techniques.

z Study applications.

z Construct molecular models
by type and molecular
mechanics.

z Calculate molecular structures
and frequencies with
computational quantum
chemistry.

z Predict thermochemistry,
kinetics, transport properties,
binding / docking.



Consider “correlation” component;
Begin with attempts to build naïve correlations.





Students try trends within functional groups and
(maybe) linear regressions on stoichiometry or MW.

z Atom additivity (correlation based on simple
stoichiometry) is not particularly useful

z However, group additivity is a widely used, valuable
correlation / estimation technique for many molecularly
based properties:
y Propane (CH3-CH2-CH3) becomes C-(C)2(H)2 + 2  C-(C)(H)3

z When based on quantitative molecular structures or
properties like bond lengths or dipole moments, these
are “Quantitative Structure-Property Relationships.”
y QSPR and QSAR (activity relationships) have become widely

used in pharmaceutical and industrial chemistry.



Our recognition of molecular structures is more
sophisticated correlation.

z From the outset, students calculate structures of some
molecules by computational quantum chemistry:
y Initially sketch and optimize with Gaussview (or Spartan,

Hyperchem or Accelrys) molecular mechanics software
y Review classes and nomenclature using these sketches and the

fragments provided for molecular drawing
y Promptly begin ab initio calculations (we use Gaussian for

Windows)
y Bond lengths, angles, dihedrals for CH2O, isooctane, fructose
y Emphasize 3-D structural nature with molecule viewers



Naturally develop patterns and utility.

z Generalizations arise.
y Bond lengths (C-H 1.08 Å, C-C 1.54 Å, C=C 1.35 Å, CC at 1.20 Å)
y Bond angles (Tetrahedral ~109.7°, sp2 ~120°) and dihedrals

z Frequencies of internal vibrations are easily computed and
some generalizations are apparent.
y e.g., C-H stretches are all about 3100 cm-1, even though real

motions are more complex than simple two-atom motions
y Different motions may be triggered by absorbing energy from

photons of the right energy (E=hn) although with differing
effectiveness

y When IR spectrum is shown, students quickly grasp that these
molecular properties can be used for identification and even
quantitation.



Bond energies and interaction energies are
likewise found from data or computation.
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Developing statistical mechanics for ideal-gas
thermochemistry is then readily accepted.

z The partition function q(V,T)=∑exp(-ei /kT) arises
naturally in the development of Maxwell-Boltzmann and
Bose-Einstein statistics

z Quantum mechanics gives the quantized values of
energy  and thus the partition functions for:
y Translational degrees of freedom

y External rotational degrees of freedom (linear or nonlinear
rotors)

y Rovibrational degrees of freedom (stretches, bends, other
harmonic oscillators, and internal rotors)

z Electronic d.f. require only eelectronic  and degeneracy.



Entropy, energy, and heat capacity can be
expressed in terms of the partition function(s).
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Simplest treatment is of ideal gas, beginning with
the translation degrees of freedom and then so on.

z Quantum mechanics for pure translation in 3-D gives:
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Transition-state theory is developed easily once we
have this statistical mechanics background.

Potential energy
surface for O-O
bond fission in
CH2CHOO·
B3LYP/6-31G(d);
Kinetics analysis
based on
O-O reaction-
coordinate-driving
calculation at
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)



Likewise, gas kinetic theory provides a theoretical
structure for correlating simple transport properties.
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Obtain molecular properties from quantum chemistry;
Initially restrict discussion to an isolated molecule.

z Equivalent to an ideal gas, but may be a cluster of
atoms, strongly bonded or weakly interacting.

z Easiest to think of a small, covalently bonded
molecule like H2 or CH4 in vacuo.

z Most simply, the goal of electronic structure
calculations is energy.
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With energies,
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molecular structurez However, usually we want
energy of an optimized
structure and the energy’s
variation with structure.



From classical Hamiltonian (E=T+V), develop
Hamiltonian operator for quantum mechanics.

z Obtain a Hamiltonian function for a wave using the
Hamiltonian operator:

  
H = -

h2

8pm
—2 + U(x, y, z)

to obtain:

where Y is the “wavefunction,” an eigenfunction 
of the equation 

    
EY = H Y(v q ,t){ } =

ih
2p

∂Y( v q ,t)
∂t

•  Born recognized that Y2 is the probability density function



Three key features of theory are required for ab
initio calculations.

z Understand how initial specification of nuclear positions
is used to calculate energy
y Solving the Schrödinger equation

z Understand “basis sets” and how to choose them
y Functions that represent the atomic orbitals
y e.g., 3-21G, 6-311++G(3df,2pd), cc-pVTZ

z Understand levels of theory and how to choose them
y Wavefunction methods: Hartree-Fock, MP4, CI, CAS
y Density functional methods: LYP, B3LYP, etc.
y Compound methods: CBS, G3
y Semiempirical methods: AM1, PM3



H-atom eigenfunctions y correspond to
hydrogenic atomic orbitals.
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With these theoretical tools, we can move from
         overall formulas...            to sketches...
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To quantitative 3-D functionality and properties.



“Molecular simulations” handle larger scales.

z System behaviors,
based on forces
between bodies.

z Accurate force-field
functions are crucial.

z Statistical mechanics
gives properties from
system averages at
constant NVT or NPT.

z Solvation is handled by
molecular interactions.

Stoliarov, Westmoreland, Nyden, and Forney, “A reactive 
Molecular dynamics model of thermal decomposition in polymers:  
I. Poly(methyl methacrylate),” Polymer 44, 883-894 (2003).



Molecular dynamics applies motions from
Newtonian physics.

z F = ma is used to compute
positions and velocities over
time

z Especially suited to evolving
configurations:
y Protein folding

y Substrate docking (non-
covalent)

y Transport phenomena

y Material morphology changes



“Monte Carlo” simulation samples phase space
with random numbers.

z Select a probability-weighted
move using a random number

z Effective for phase equilibrium,
like VLE by Gibbs-Ensemble
Monte Carlo

z Effective for processes with
known step-wise parameters,
like adsorption / surface
diffusion with Kinetic Monte
Carlo



CACHE and NSF have sponsored development
of simulation-based Web modules.





Other properties are predicted or correlated if we
have information from data or computation.

z Good semi-empirical and ab initio calculations for
excited states give pigment and dye behaviors

z Solvation models by Tomasi and others make liquid-
phase behaviors more calculable

z Hybrid QM / Mol Sim’n methods have proven powerful
y QM/MM for biomolecule structure and ab-initio molecular

dynamics for ordered condensed phases; calculate interactions
as dynamics calculations proceed

y Spatial extrapolation such as embedded-atom models of
catalysts and Morokuma’s ONIOM method; connect or
extrapolate domains of different-level calculations



Leads smoothly to features of molecular biology.

z Build on earlier review of biochemical nomenclature,
calculation of structures, and homogeneous catalysis

z Examine four behaviors with related properties and
calculations:
y DNA and genomic structure

y Protein structure and folding

y Small-molecule docking into receptors

y Ion-channel transport



Throughout, include examples ranging from
Dow and classical ChE applications…

z Dow case study: Six months to identify and produce high-T
organic solid with low dielectric constant (SiLK)
y Also, homogeneous and heterogeneous results and patents
y Computational thermochemistry is routine

x Dave Frurip (part of the JANAF team) described calculation of ∆Hreaction
for safety analysis as having reached “maintenance mode”

x For the same accuracy, measurement of ∆Hreaction was estimated to cost
$125,000 vs. $2,000 for a G3 calculation

x Includes calculations to generate new additivity groups

z Molecular modeling beginning to deliver physical properties to
design accuracy: densities, viscosities, critical points

x e.g., 2002 AIChE CoMSEF “First Industrial Fluid Properties Simulation
Challenge”, http://www.cstl.nist.gov/FluidSimulationChallenge/)



To Vertex Pharmaceutical’s anti-HIV drug.

z Agenerase is on the market, developed using computational
chemistry as a central tool

HIV protease inhibitor Agenerase®
(Vertex Pharmaceuticals, 1999)



Our recent book describes activities at 600+ sites.
(Online version is at http://www.wtec.org/loyola/molmodel/)
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